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Since the founding of our country, juries have been the bedrock of our justice system.  Entrusting the
final decision on legal disputes to ordinary citizens is an important part of what makes our country a
democracy.  The right to a trial by a jury of one’s peers is enshrined in our Constitution.

For the jury system to work, however, citizens must participate.  There can be no jury trials without
jurors.  Unfortunately, many citizens shirk their obligation to perform jury duty.  One leading study found that
20% of all who are called for jury duty don’t even show up.1  Other studies have estimated the number of no-
shows to be as high as 67%.2  In some rural areas, over 90% of those called fail to appear.3  In some rural areas,
sheriffs’ deputies have been forced to obtain jurors by rounding up people at the local Wal-Mart.4  Many of
those who do report to the courthouse attempt to avoid service through occupational exemptions or tales of
“hardship” (most of which amount to mere inconvenience).

Part of the responsibility for this disgraceful situation lies in Americans’ shrinking respect for the
obligations of citizenship.  Far too many of us want the benefits of living in America without bearing our share
of the burdens.  Whether it is paying taxes, serving in the military, or serving on a jury, the “something for
nothing” attitude all too often rules the day.
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But much of the blame for citizens’ reluctance to serve on juries lies with the government.  Under the
best of circumstances, jury service is a burden.  Jury service keeps us from meeting our responsibilities at
work, forcing us to work long hours to catch up when we return.  Time to care for our children is drastically
reduced, imposing hardship on our families.  And the experience of jury service itself can be stressful.  Jurors
are called upon to make decisions of huge importance in the lives of other people.  Sometimes the decisions
are literally life and death.  The least the government can do is to avoid making the process of jury service
more difficult than it needs to be.

The government, however, has made jury service much more difficult than it needs to be.  Consider
the issue of scheduling.  Jurors typically are ordered to report on a certain day.  This date is chosen without
any consideration of the person’s other obligations.  Worse yet, jurors are given very short notice of the day
on which they are to report.  This system maximizes the burden on jurors.  They have no opportunity to
schedule their work and family obligations around jury service.

In some areas, jurors are often required to report for an entire week or more, whether or not they are
chosen for a jury.5  People end up sitting around for five straight days with nothing more to do than read (and
reread) the newspaper and drink bad coffee from a courthouse vending machine.  The boredom is excruciating.

Worst of all, jurors are penalized financially.  The average compensation received by a citizen who
serves on a jury ranges from $18.53 to $24.26 per day (depending on the length of service).6  This is barely
enough to cover travel expenses and lunch.  In many cases, jurors’ net pay is nothing.  Some jurors are forced
to spend their own money just to cover expenses.  The most generous state in the nation, New Mexico, pays
jurors only the minimum wage.7 

This would not be a hardship if employers made up the difference between juror compensation and
a person’s regular pay.  But they often don’t.  In 42 states, employers have no legal obligation to pay
employees anything for time spent on jury service.8  Even in the eight states that require employers to
contribute, only three require employers to make employees financially whole.9  Most large employers make
up this difference voluntarily.10  The large majority of employees, however, do not work for large employers.
Only 29% of all employees work for companies with more than 250 employees.11 

The bottom line is that most people who serve on juries are financially penalized for being good
citizens.

The obligation to serve is also spread unfairly among citizens.  Many states allow members of certain
occupations to escape jury service completely.  New York, for example, exempted twenty-six different
professions from service before recent reforms.12   While doctors and lawyers are most commonly exempted,



13Several Arizona counties wisely implemented the one-day/one-trial system on their own initiative prior to HB2520.

14HB2520 modifies this rule slightly by also providing courts with discretion to require that a summoned juror telephone
a court or check a court’s website to determine whether to report on a particular day, for four days within a thirty day period, or
provide the court with a valid telephone number and stand ready to serve on the same day, for a period of two days.
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some states have also made certified public accountants, clergy, teachers, and nurses exempt from jury service.
This elitist approach forces jury duty on those least able to bear the financial burden.  Imagine the feeling of
a blue collar worker who can barely keep his head above water financially going off to jury duty knowing his
lawyer (who earns more than twice as much) has been excused. 

Under these circumstances, is it any wonder that people try to avoid jury duty?

This May, Arizona enacted legislation (HB2520) that addresses these problems.  For example, section
21-336 increases flexibility for citizens called for jury duty by allowing them to schedule their service at any
time during the next three months.  This is an absolute right.  The citizen does not have to convince a judge
or other official that it would be a hardship to serve at the present time.  All the citizen needs to do is select
a date within the next three months when he or she will serve.  In addition, the Arizona law protects citizens
from being called repeatedly for jury service by limiting the frequency of jury duty to once every two years.

Under this approach, jury duty is no longer an obligation that comes out of the blue to disrupt carefully
planned lives.  The citizen can select a day months into the future when he or she has no conflicting plans, then
arrange other obligations as they arise around the jury service date.  Jury duty becomes no more disruptive than
planning a vacation (although not as much fun).

Disruption of jurors’ lives is decreased still further by Arizona’s adoption of the “one day/one trial”
rule.13  This rule, which has been adopted in about half of state courts nationwide and several Arizona counties,
provides that, unless a person called for jury duty has been selected to serve on a jury on their first day of
service, their service is over and they are free to go home.14  This means that most people called for jury duty
will be excused after a single day.  In jurisdictions without this rule, the term of service can be an entire week
or longer.  This makes an enormous difference.  People are used to handling one-day interruptions to their
ordinary affairs.  Children get sick, cars break down, schools close for bad weather.  Reducing the
inconvenience of jury duty to this level does a lot to make people’s lives easier.

Unfair allocation of jury duty would also be eliminated by this bill.  Formerly, almost everyone with
a job could get a hardship exemption, leaving the elderly and stay-at-home moms to shoulder the load.
HB2520 replaces this “hardship” exemption with the scheduling system described above backed up by a
genuine hardship system for people who are responsible for the care of another and cannot arrange a substitute
and those who would be unable to support themselves or their families if they served.

Arizona’s new jury law also reduces the financial hardship upon citizens who are called for jury duty
and need it most — those who are selected to serve on long trials that do not receive full pay from their
employer.  Section 21-222 provides for payment of up to $300 per day to jurors after the tenth day of jury
service.  The amount of the payment would be the difference between the juror’s regular pay and what they
receive from all sources for jury duty.  For example, a juror whose regular pay was $150 per day and received
$12 per day in regular juror compensation and $20 per day from her employer (a total of $32 per day) would
receive $118 per day from the fund ($150 per day minus $32 per day).  This would leave jurors in the same
financial position they would have been in had they not been called for jury service and gone to work.  This
level of compensation makes the majority of citizens who serve on lengthy trials financially whole.  Those who
are not completely covered (individuals earning over $75,000 per year, exclusive of their spouse’s income)
will generally be able to serve without great hardship.

The Arizona law will also decrease the burden on citizens serving jury duty by prohibiting employers
from requiring employees from using accrued vacation or sick leave for time spent on jury duty.  
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Arizona’s new law is based upon new model legislation developed by the American Legislative
Exchange Council (ALEC), the Jury Patriotism Act (JPA).  The JPA is designed to ensure that juries represent
a true cross section of America by eliminating the factors that cause people to avoid jury duty.

While the Jury Patriotism Act represents a giant step forward, it could be improved.  Salary
replacement under the JPA does not begin until the tenth day of service.  This means that citizens who are
chosen for a jury in a lengthy trial must work for almost two weeks (nine days) for only the current rate of
compensation in their state.  This represents a significant financial loss for most people.  The average
compensation for full-time employees in the United States is $102 per day ($26,520 per year).15  The average
compensation for jury service is $21 per day.  The average loss for those who serve nine days is thus $729.16

This represents a substantial loss for someone earning only $510 per week.

This could be avoided if the JPA required employers to help support the system.  If it required
employers to provide employees with full pay for the first ten work days of jury service, the wage loss for most
people would be zero.  Moreover, this provision would allow the state to focus its resources on the small
number of jurors who serve more than ten days.  Because this group is only a fraction of all jurors, state
revenue would support an even higher cap on wage replacement that would cover virtually everyone.

It is only appropriate that employers make this contribution.  Like other citizens, employers benefit
from a fair and efficient justice system.  Indeed, it would be hard for most businesses to exist without it.
Moreover, the cost to an individual business would be small.  Of the 137 million employed Americans,17 only
about 2.7 million report for jury duty every year.18  About one million of these serve on a jury for an average
of two days.19  The remaining 1.7 million, under the JPA, would be released after one day.  Thus, a company
with 100 employees could expect to lose a single employee every year for two and a half days.20 

This is not a great loss, especially when one considers that some of the lost work would be picked up
by other employees or completed by the employee when they return for jury service.

Even without this improvement, however, the Jury Patriotism Act would make a great contribution to
the administration of justice in America.  People would be allowed to schedule jury service months in advance
instead of having an arbitrary date forced upon them on short notice.  Jury service would be shared equally
by all citizens rather than being forced solely on citizens with less prestigious occupations.  Those who are not
chosen for a jury in one day could go home, minimizing disruption to their lives.  Most of all, citizens would
no longer be forced to make large financial sacrifices by serving for weeks or months for virtually nothing.
These changes would go a long way toward filling our jury boxes with citizens who represent a cross section
of society, so that all Americans would actually receive a jury of their peers.
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